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“Currently, New Zealand has at least 150,000
people working on temporary work visas or as
students with the right to work up to 20 hours a
week or full-time when on vacation. Most of
them have hopes of being able to transition
towards permanent residence, yet official
figures confirm only one in six is able to do so.
Government policies have deliberately led to
the creation of a huge pool of desperately
vulnerable workers to help big business exploit
them more effectively.”
Mike Treen, the author of this booklet, is the National Director of Unite Union
in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Mike has been a labour movement activist and
participant in the broader social justice and antiwar movement in New
Zealand since the 1970s.
This booket was originally published in August 2017. It is part of a series of
booklets that are intended to contribute to the awareness and education of
members of Unite Union and other unions in New Zealand.

Immigration policy under “free market” economies are designed to keep
working people down – not out. While mainstream politicians routinely
resort to subtle (and not so subtle) racist smears on migrants,
government policies actually facilitate further migration. Capitalist
“democracies” love to have large segments of the working class with
no, or very few, rights – and that is true for New Zealand as well.
The US has at least 11 million so-called “illegals”. Some estimates put
the number nearer 20 or 30 million(1). Maintaining their status as a
pariah sector of the working class through periodic deportations is not
designed to keep immigrants out of the United States. Rather, it is used
to keep those millions free to be exploited to the fullest extent possible.
When workers have the constant threat of deportation hanging over
them, it is much more difficult for workers to organise against
exploitation.
In New Zealand, it is difficult for people to simply cross our border so
there is not the same large number of undocumented migrants.
However, having a pool of workers in a precarious position in the
workforce suits the needs of big business. Therefore, governments
have implemented policies to achieve the same goals “legally”.They
have done this by dramatically increasing the number of workers on
temporary work visas while making it harder to transition to permanent
residence.

While there are only around ten thousand(2) so-called “overstayers” in

New Zealand, that is people who have overstayed a visitor or work
permit, there are two hundred thousand workers legally in New Zealand
on “temporary” work or student visas. The total work force of the country
is 2.4 million people. Most of these workers are in precarious
employment situations and are desperately hoping to transition to being
a permanent resident. They are also usually legally not able to change
their employer easily and are “free” to be abused and exploited as a
consequence.
Parallel with the exploitation of workers on temporary visas, there has
developed an industry to attract fee-paying students to do courses of
little educational value just so the student can a get a leg on the ladder
that for one in six of them may lead to permanent residence. There is
evidence of corrupt behaviour(3) at all stages of the process – from
recruitment, to training and qualifications gained.
New Zealand’s horror stories
There are shocking stories reported almost weekly(4) in the media of
workers being abused and exploited. We hear about workers being paid
a few dollars an hour, wrorkers paying the boss the equivalent of their
own wage or the difference between the minimum wage and the
manager’s salary they are meant to be getting. One recent case
involved charges of “human trafficking and exploitation”(5) for workers
from Fiji.
Some workers simply “buy” the job and associated visa sponsorship. I
have been told by one new graduate that the market rate to buy a chef's
job is now up to $80,000.
For those on student visas it is often those from poorer backgrounds
who get trapped into these situations. They work to alleviate the
financial burden on their families created by the very high school fees
and bribes needed for employment. Many migrant student-workers are
deeply in debt and desperate to work for as many hours they can for
whatever pay they can get.
One horror story(6) that was reported involved virtual slavery for a
migrant worker in a restaurant in Christchurch. The silver lining in this
case is that the employer is being prosecuted by the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) and that compensation

should be paid. But that is not guaranteed. Often in situations like this,
the employer winds up their business(7), the worker gets nothing and
they reopen the business with a “new” owner on the books.

This example may be extreme, but in November 2014, MBIE found(8)
sixteen Christchurch labour hire and construction companies to be in
breach of employment laws through a series of proactive audits they
carried out. Forty audits were carried out, 23 had been completed at the
time of the news report and in 16 cases – that is 70% of the completed
audits – the employers were found to be operating illegal exploitative
practices. Many of these involved migrant labour brought in for the postearthquake rebuild.(9) This is the only time I know of where MBIE has
done a pro-active audit of companies – that is they haven’t waited for a
complaint before acting.
A joint operation between the Labour Inspectorate, Immigration New
Zealand and Inland Revenue in Marlborough vineyards reported on
August 19 that contractors were “committing serious breaches of
employment standards”(10).
“With only one contractor found to be compliant, it shows the industry
needs to start taking action to ensure the contractors they’re using are
meeting employment standards,” says Labour Inspectorate Regional

Manager Kevin Finnegan.
An in-depth study by Francis L. Collins(11) of Auckland Univeristy found
20 percent of temporary migrants repoort being paid below the
minimum wage.
Patrick Gower of Newshub reported August 23(12) that “In January this
year, Justin Alves - a risk manager for Immigration New Zealand described 'Indian families crippled with debt who can't actually afford to
study here' as a 'major problem' for New Zealand.
“He quoted a complaint from a former student that said: 'I struggled a lot
in Auckland for food - even for job... I invested $18,000 in Auckland...If
you don't have jobs why you are encouraging students from India to
come to New Zealand?'
“Mr Alves described the written complaint as 'the reality for a significant
number' of students.”
International student industry
The current government significantly expanded the number of students
and workers being given temporary work visas each year, to its current
combined annual total of around 250,000(13).
A whole new sector of Private Training Establishments (PTE’s)(14) has
grown up to provide courses to the desperate students. At the same
time, the government has put the squeeze on funding for public
education. The state education system as a whole from high schools
through to polytechs and universities has increasingly become
dependent on fee-paying students to survive. Fourteen per cent of all
tertiary enrollments are foreign, fee-paying students.
This was essentially admitted by Mark Flowers the chairperson of the
Metro group of six big metropolitan institutes of technology, who told
Radio NZ(15) on June 10: “We have absorbed cost increases for some
years now without really the ability to raise fees. It is getting tighter,
there’s not as much head-room as there was. On the other hand,
increasing international revenues has definitely assisted, and I think
we’re putting in better systems.” Standard fees at Auckland University
are between $27,000 and $50,000 a year for undergraduate courses.

Paying for a full-fee course at a majory univeristy virtually guarantees a
successful work to residence visa but at a cost of $50,000 a year on
avearge including living costs.
These government policies have led to a situation where people from
some of the poorest countries are subsidising the education system in
one of the world's richest.
The government hopes to increase(16) the size of this industry from its
current annual revenue of $3.1 billion to $5 billion by 2025. While this
leads to further inequality between countries, these students are
integrated into the workforce in a weaker position. They are then able to
be used to drive up inequality within New Zealand by placing a
downward pressure on wages.
To achieve its goal of doubling the private education industry, the
government radically increased the range of students able to work while
studying in 2013. Currently, there are about 127,000 student visa
holders in the country(17), three quarters of whom are full fee-paying.
Most are able to work part time and many do so. Recruiters tell
them(18) that jobs are readily available, that they can get full time work
when they graduate, and ultimately permanent residence with ease.
Many of them have taken out loans to fund their studies.
Overseas students can usually work up to 20 hours a week during term
and full time on holidays. Many work many more hours out of necessity
or because they have been forced to by the employer. This has to be
“under the table” to avoid the eyes of Immigration NZ and the tax man.
As a consequence many students fail courses due to tiredness and
must pay more fees to reenrol.
Students graduating from a course in New Zealand are eligible for a 12month work visa. If they can find work that is relevant to the
qualification, that visa can be made into a temporary work visa for two
years. If they are lucky, this can be extended a further two years.
Permanent residence is only possible for a “skilled” job offer, often with
some managerial responsibility. Huge fees are charged by Immigration
NZ at all stages of the process.
Many of the education providers that have been set up in New Zealand
these last few years are taking advantage of these desperate

“students”(19) to make a profit. Even if the courses are NZQA
approved and legitimate, they would not exist unless the students
believed they had at least a chance of transitioning to permanent
residence(20).
The reality is that despite the sacrifices often being made, and their
desperate scramble for jobs, only one in six will achieve permanent
residence. The 2014/2015 MBIE report(21) noted that only 17% of
students were able to transition to residency five years after their first
student visa. Similarly, only 18% of temporary work visa holders had
transitioned to residency by three years after their first work visa.

Migrant workers and students meet at Unite Union offices to plan opposition to
depeoration plans of government in 2017

It is simply a cruel and heartless policy that sees overseas students and
workers competing with each other in a desperate and ultimately futile
dream for over 80 per cent of them to achieve New Zealand residency.
Those who are here should have a realistic chance of gaining
residency. It is inhumane to bring hundreds of thousands of young
workers here only to tell 80% of them they have no hope and send them
home again and then for them to be replaced by hundreds of thousands
more.
Protecting big business interests
New Zealand immigration policies have always served the needs of big
business and reflected the often racist policies and outlook of the ruling
class and their governments.
Capitalism is a system of ever-expanding production. Business needs
an expanding pool of labour to exploit and it needs a growing market for
the goods produced.
The British government established control over New Zealand in a
series of wars against the Maori in the 1840s and 1860s. One purpose
of these wars was to destroy the “primitive communism” that was being
practised by Maori society to “free” the land and labour of Maori for
direct exploitation.
Control over the country was given to the local wealthy landowners,
bankers and manufacturers. At first, only white males who owned
property could vote. In 1867, Maori males could vote for four Maori
seats in a parliament of 76 seats. At the time, the Maori population was
50,000 compared to 250,00 Europeans. By 1890, all males could vote
and in 1893 women won the right to vote.
In the 1860s, gold was discovered and tens of thousands of people
flocked to New Zealand to make their fortune. This included for the first
time a significant number of Chinese, but they were denied any rights.
In the 1870s, the government encouraged people to migrate to New
Zealand from the UK and Ireland in particular. The fares to New
Zealand of 100,000 migrants were paid for by the government. Between
1871 and 1881, the population almost doubled from 267,000 to
501,000.

European-only immigration to New Zealand was encouraged for the
next 100 years. Until 1974, this included assisted passage for intending
British migrants who were automatically granted permanent residence.
Prior to 1987, New Zealand ran what was effectively a “White New
Zealand”(22) immigration policy.(16) Until 1952, Chinese were not
allowed to become New Zealand citizens(23).They were excluded from
eligibility for all welfare benefits until 1935 - including benefits for
widows, the blind, children or unemployed - even if they were born in
New Zealand.
Following World War Two, government officials implemented a policy
that restricted the entry of refugees. In a 1948 letter, Prime Minister
Fraser said the New Zealand selection team to decide on which
refugees to admit would "be confidentially instructed to omit Jewish and
Slav types as being incapable of full assimilation." The head of the
selection team explained in 1951 that they had "rejected those whose
colouring would create too great a contrast" with white New Zealanders.
The same policies applied before the war and only 1100 Jews were
accepted into New Zealand in the 1930s. Many Jews were trapped in
Europe and exterminated because countries like the USA, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand turned them away.

Racist cartoon from the early 1900s in New Zealand

The Government's Immigration Division summarised its policy in
September 1966. It said immigration policy "is dictated by the relative
ease with which different groups of people can be assimilated."
Because of that, they favoured people from Western Europe and the
United Kingdom. Some restrictions were placed on people from
Southern and Eastern Europe. "The peoples of Asia and Africa, being of
a culture alien both to that of European and Polynesian New
Zealanders, present more difficult problems of assimilation than any
others..... These factors have caused us to place even stricter
limitations from these countries than upon South Eastern
Europeans."(24)
The only exception to this racist exclusion was for a small window to be
opened to some migrants from the Pacific(25) to work in the growing
number factories in South Auckland during the 1950s and 1960s.
New Zealand's population continued to increase relatively slowly. The
first million was reached in 1908, the second in 1952 and the third 21
years later in 1973. Population growth then slowed again with just over
375,000 added in the 18 years to 1991. In the late 1970s and 1980s,
more people left on a permanent or long term basis than arrived as new
immigrants. A big factor in migration flows is the relative strength of the

Australian economy compared to New Zealand. For most of the period
since the 1980s, the resource extraction based Australian economy has
grown much more strongly on average. Wages are also significantly
higher there as a consequence of this reality, combined with the fact
that the bosses in New Zealand were much more successful in driving
real wages down, taking a much more aggressive anti-union approach
than their counterparts in Australia.
As a consequence, New Zealand has for some three decades been
losing 40-50,000 people - around one per cent of its population - to
Australia each year. The overall loss of labour resources to Australia
needed to be compensated for if the New Zealand economy was to
avoid a deep going crisis. Big business needed labour to exploit at the
cheapest price they can pay as well as a domestic market to sell to.
Both goals are undermined by a large permanent migrant flow to
Australia.

Big business was dissatisfied and wanted a growing population to
exploit as both labour and consumers. This forced a change in
government policies towards new migrants. In 1987, the government

abolished the official policy of preferring migrants only from "traditional
sources" - that is the white countries of Britain and Western Europe.
The 1990 National government adopted the more objective “points
system” for qualifying for permanent residence. This awarded points for
work skill and experience, money, education and language.
Between 1982 and 1987, the number of annual approvals for residence
was around 10,000 per year. In 1988, approvals jumped to over 25,000
and remained there until 1994, when another increase to 43,000
occurred. In 1995 the approvals numbered 56,260, and in 1996 42,729
applications were approved.
Asian migration surge
The change in government immigration policy resulted in an initial surge
of new migrants from China and other Asian countries and provoked a
public debate on immigration. The leader of the newly formed New
Zealand First Party, Winston Peters, promoted anti-immigrant rhetoric
that gained some popular support. Peters became part of the Nationalled government after the 1996 election and the brakes came on again
for resident permits being issued. Rules were tightened, including a
tougher language test. The number of residence approvals declined to
33,683 in the year ended June 1997.
This declining trend continued into 1998, bringing down the net gains in
permanent and long-term (PLT) migration, from 24,793 in 1996 to 9,650
in 1997 and a net loss of 5,460 in 1998 (Figures for 1997 and 1998 are
for years ending November).
Peters was kicked out of the government in August 1998 and
immigration policy was again modified to reverse what had become an
immigration outflow in PLT numbers and meet the new and more
modest official target of a net gain of 10,000 people.
A Labour Party-led government was elected in 1999 and a new period
of more liberal policy coupled with stronger economic growth led to a
new surge in net migration. Some tightening occurred following the
2002-2003 boom in net PLT numbers. But residence permits issued
remained over 50,000 a year by 2005/6.
Net PLT arrivals again dropped sharply after the 2008 world financial

crisis as arrival numbers stabilised while there was a surge in
departures to Australia.
Following the election of the National government in 2008, the number
of permanent residence permits issued annually was tightened again
with numbers dropping below 40,000 in 2012/13 before a slight recover
to 43,000 in 2014/15. National, however, cranked up the temporary
visas with work rights to over 250,000 a year by 2014/15.
Fluctuation in permanent and long-term migration numbers
The number of PLT migrants arriving and leaving New Zealand is made
up of a number of categories. This includes New Zealand citizens or
permanent residents arriving or leaving for an intended 12 months or
more, students on visas longer than three months, working holiday visa
holders, and those arriving or leaving on a PLT basis who have a
temporary work visa.

Relative employment conditions here and overseas largely govern the
movement of New Zealand citizens and residents, whilst policy changes
impact more on temporary work and student visas holder and those
being granted permanent residence. New, permanent resident visa
holders from overseas usually have a year to move to New Zealand
after approval is given.
Juggling all the various elements is a difficult game and it is not obvious
that anyone managing New Zealand's immigration policy has a clear
idea what they are doing and why.

The number of actual PLT arrivals fluctuates significantly depending on
economic conditions and government policy changes. During the
1990s, arrivals were around 60,000 a year for the decade with a surge
to 80,000 in 1996. In the 2000s, the number jumped to almost 100,000
in 2003 then dropped to 80,000 a year until the most recent leap to over
120,000 in 2015.
Once New Zealand started sourcing new migrants from anywhere in the
globe using “objective” criteria that can be adjusted at will, governments
have been able to manipulate migrant flows to suit their own agendas
more easily. With China and now India becoming a major source of
migrants, there is also an almost unlimited potential inflow depending
on policies adopted.

NZ population changing
The migration inflows and outflows have transformed New Zealand
society. Approximately one in four of its population today of 4.24 million
is born outside the country. In the main city Auckland, nearly 40 per cent
of its 1.4 million population was born outside New Zealand. One in four
Auckland residents are now Asian. There are also a million New
Zealand-born people living outside the country.
At the same time as the government has made it easier for a wider
range of immigrants with the skills or cash to come here, it has made it
harder for anyone without cash, skills or permanent residence to stay.
Schools, hospitals and universities now close their doors to those
without proper papers and charge increasingly steep fees for those who
are here legally but with “temporary” status. Unemployment and other
welfare benefits are denied, and even someone with permanent
residence is now forced to wait until two years before getting access to

welfare. There have been massive increases in fees charged to
potential new migrants at all stages of the process. Legal aid has been
refused to those appealing against Immigration New Zealand decisions.
As I explained earlier, the current government appears to be opening
the tap on migrant inflows even further. What is different this time is that
it has massively expanded the issuing of student and temporary work
visas while tightening the number of permanent residence visas. This
has created a huge pool of labour desperate to work permanently in
New Zealand, but the vast majority of those people are not able to do
so. This creates a pool of vulnerable, easily exploited labour – and that
is the purpose of the policy.
Using the MBIE data for the 2014/15 year(26), 170,814 temporary work
visas were issued that year as well as 84,856 student visas. A policy
change to allow more Indian students in has seen their number go from
almost zero a few years ago to the largest country of origin group at
over 10,000.
In the last six years, there have been on average 166,000 temporary
work visas issued each year. These consist of people on working
holidays, seasonal workers, essential skills workers and migrant family
members.
According to Inland Revenue Department data, in 2011 almost one in
every 20 months worked(27) in the economy are performed by
temporary migrants. This is an increase from one in 100 a decade
before in 2001. For the hospitality, horticulture and viticulture industries,
it is more like one in 10 months worked. “Accommodation” and “Food
and Beverage Services” have 14% of all months worked performed by
temporary migrant labour.
In 2011 those on temporary visas worked 4.3% of the 23 million months
worked. International students worked about 150,000 months a year,
essentials skills workers about 230,000 months, working holidays’ visa
workers 200,000 months, and seasonal workers 30,000 months. Indian
temporary migrants are now the largest group with 180,000 months a
year.
IRD records are likely to underestimate actual number worked given
many migrants are working “under the table” an not paying tax.(20)

There are over 150,000 migrant workers in New Zealand on temporary
work and student visas with work rights at any one time.

Around 30,000 are on working holiday visas and the primary purpose of
their visit is meant to be the holiday! The inevitable result is they often
work under the table. But at least they can quit their jobs and get new
ones if the situation is very bad.
There are also 100,000 here on student visas. Most can work up to 20
hours a week and full time on holidays and about 30 per cent are
thought to do so.
Around 30,000 are on essential skills work visas where employment is
tied to a particular employer. If these workers find themselves in a role
that is exploitative, dangerous or under a violent manager, they have no
ability to seek other employment without losing their visa and being
deported. Another 30,000 have family work visas as partners of
someone on a student or skilled work visa. Study to work visas account
for 15,000 and 10,000 mainly Pacific Island workers are in horticulture
and viticulture.

Only about 20,000 a year transition to residence from the skilled work
scheme.
Most recent migration surge
For the 23 months through to June 2016(28), each month saw annual
numbers of permanent and long-term (PLT) migrants increase. The
June annual net gain figure of 69,100 was also a new record. This
involved a record 125,100 PLT arrivals less 56,000 PLT departures.
Reasons for the most recent increases include the following:
 The economy appeared to be stalling in 2013 and again in early
2015 after an initial period of recovery following the 2008 financial
crash and subsequent recession. A positive migrant inflow of
labour and cash could mask the economic slowdown that was
occurring.
 Foreign labour was deemed important for the rebuild of
Christchurch following the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes.
 An aggressive recruitment of overseas students was agreed on in
October 2013, which included liberalising the right to work while
here saw numbers increase 25 per cent to over 100,000 in a few
years.
 Tourist numbers have been boosted by making it easier for
Chinese and others to travel here. The June 2016 year saw a
record 3.31 million visitor arrivals, with Chinese numbers up
83,600 to 396,900. Additional labour would be needed to service
this sector.
 Employers in certain industries (tourism, hospitality, farming,
horticulture) were complaining that they couldn’t attract enough
staff (at the wages they were offering). In some industries that
Unite Union represents staff, such as tourist hotels and fast food,
the bosses confessed that 30 to 40 per cent of their staff were on
temporary visas.
 Some industries including hospitality, dairy farming and aged care

have come to be permanently dependent on workers on temporary
visas.
The government has massively increased the number of student and
temporary work visa holders. Initially there was also a tightening of the
numbers being given permanent residence, especially in the skilled
migrant category from around 30,000 a year to 20,000(29). Overall
numbers are increasing again and 52,000 residences were approved in
2015/16 – close to the 2001/02 record.(22) The skilled migrant category
however is still 6000 below the 2001/02 peak.
The government has removed a range of categories that were able to
be used to get a residency visa including that of “restaurant manager”.
We had members of Unite who had spent tens of thousands of dollars
on dodgy courses and worked for companies like McDonald’s and
Restaurant Brands to get promoted to a manager’s role, only to be told
that it was all a waste of time and money.
No free market for labour
Employers always argue that they need to have the complete freedom
to import labour at will. At the moment, tourism operators are screaming
that they need more temporary workers and the government should
allow more in. In an article in the New Zealand Herald on November 10,
2014 headlined “Foreign worker limits ‘choking tourism’”(30) industry
bosses complained that New Zealand workers didn’t want to go and
work in the regions. The general manager of Goldridge Resort, Penny
Clark, “said the ‘ideal’ of having Kiwis filling housekeeping or hospitality
roles didn’t fit reality.”(23)
Of course there is a simple answer to the problem of a labour shortage
in places like Queenstown – pay better wages to attract the staff. When
the market doesn’t respond to the price being offered – raise the price.
It never seems to occur to the business operators that paying the
minimum wage for work that can be very heavy and skilled like
housekeeping and hospitality, located in parts of the country that are
extremely expensive to live like Queenstown, just doesn’t add up.
It used to be a standard condition of employment in hotels like those in

Queenstown that board and accommodation was provided. In those
circumstances, there was no problem attracting labour. Those

conditions were eliminated along with set hours, overtime rates and
much else during the dark days of the Employment Contracts Act in the
1990s, and they have never returned. It is no wonder the employers
now rely on temporary migrant labour that they feel they can use and
abuse.
The real beneficiaries of this system of indentured labour are often the
biggest companies in New Zealand. We know that all the hotel chains
rely on temporary labour. SkyCity uses them extensively as do all the
big fast food chains.
It is also the entire dairy farm sector(31) which claims it can’t survive
without recruiting labour from the Philippines – even when dairy prices
were at
record levels.(24) The dairy farm owners through their associations are
strong advocates of letting the free market work when it is to their
advantage. But when it came to having to pay higher market prices to
attract labour to work on their farms in Southland, they got the
government to allow them to recruit in the Philippines instead.

Filipino dairy workers

MBIE is consulting on whether to continue to include “Chefs” in the

category of “Essential Skills” that allow employers to bring staff in from
overseas on temporary work visas for up to five years.
Andrew Little got into trouble recently for questioning whether this was a
category of labour that was genuinely in short supply. He was made to
appear as if he was against migrant workers coming to New Zealand.
Chefs have been one of the largest groups receiving these essential
skills visas. There were 7000 visas issued in the last two years alone. In
the 2013 census there were only 16,218 people employed as chefs in
New Zealand so the annual intake is about 20% of the total!
One of the reasons used to justify bringing in labour from overseas is
the alleged urgent skills’ shortage. If there was such a shortage it would
be reflected in rising wages for the industry or occupations concerned.
With this fact in mind I thought it useful to look at the wages being paid
to chefs. The Restaurant Association of New Zealand used to produce
an annual report but this was discontinued in 2013. The data I have
goes back to 2007.
If we compare the rates being paid chefs in 2007 and 2013 we see that
there was a real wage decline for every category over those years. The
rates paid in the surveys of April 2007 and April 2013. I then adjust the
2007 rate by the 16% inflation that occurred over those years and find
the rate should have been significantly higher just to match price
increases. Real wages had declined. The minimum wage increased
22% over the same period.

Occasionally, Unite gets consulted by MBIE over whether a company’s
application for the right to bring in labour from overseas should be
approved. In November 2014, we got one about the SkyCity Casino. It
seems they wanted to bring in about 40 chefs of various sorts. I assume
SkyCity, too, are claiming they can’t find people in New Zealand to do
this work. Fourteen of the positions were commis chefs, a junior
position that SkyCity was paying $15.69 an hour for. That was $1.24 an
hour above the minimum wage.
I thought it would be useful to look at the “market rate” for this position.
The law of markets says that if something is in short supply (including
labour) then the price will rise.
The Restaurant Association of New Zealand annual survey on wage
rates had the commis chef rate increasing only one cent an hour
between 2009 and 2013. The 2013 rate of $15.80 was also above that
being offered at the end of 2014 by SkyCity. It seems that the industry is
not pressured by shortages of labour to offer higher wages.
The hotel and hospitality sector was turned into a minimum wage
industry not by importing migrants but by destroying unions in that
sector in the 1990s under the Employment Contracts Act. It is a fact,
however, that the industry would not have been able to keep it at
minimum wage when unemployment began to drop again in the late
1990s and early 2000s had it not been able to use temporary migrants.
So if you hear anyone from the tourism, hotel and hospitality sector
complain about the lack of skilled staff, they need to be told to start
training staff and paying wages that will make that job worth doing.
Big companies also use migrant labour to reduce the wages of
management staff in New Zealand. In the fast food industry, wages for
managers have declined by at least a third in real terms over the last
couple of decades. Migrant labour has been used extensively to
achieve this result. Management visas were good enough for
permanent residence in the past. Running a McDonald’s, KFC, or BK
store is a complex undertaking. There are usually between 50 to 100
staff and the outlets often operate 24/7. The average wage for a
manager today is around $40,000 a year. Twenty years ago, the
average was over $60,000 in today’s dollars.

Some fast food companies have recruited directly from overseas for
managers in the past. Information obtained by the Green Party in 2012
showed Burger King was given approval to employ 641 non-resident
workers between 2007 and 2012, including 146 on "essential skills"
work visas. They claimed at the time(32) that they no longer recruited
from overseas. BK have around 2000 staff.
One positive side benefit to the withdrawal of the pathway to residency
for a restaurant manager that the fast food industry had been offering is
that more of these workers now have nothing to lose by joining the
union. The companies had used the carrot of possible future promotion
to keep people in line and stop them joining the union, but with the
carrot gone, our job at Unite has been made easier.
One thing trade unionists must never do is give up on any group of
workers. At Unite, we know from experience that as soon as migrant
workers are confident we can protect them, they can and will become
Union members and activists. With protection, migrant workers will find
their voice and help lead the fight against exploitation of themselves
and others.
These companies now have a genuine crisis on their hands. The truth is
they have been paying well below market rates for management staff
because the workers were focused on future residency, not their current
wage. It will be very hard for the companies to get anyone who is New
Zealand-born or has permanent residence to run a 24-7 store with up to
a hundred staff for a salary of only $40,000. Unite has evidence that
companies are already being forced to adjust salaries upwards.
Unite Union is trying to organise the managers in the fast food industry
as well. At Restaurant Brands, we are in negotiations over a collective
agreement for managers. We actually have a higher union membership
density among managers than we do for the overall workforce at KFC
because there is a lower turnover among them compared to the nonmanagerial staff. And most managers who received promotions from
crew to the manager role remain members of the union because they
trust us to do the right thing.
Government response to abuse
The exposure of significant abuse of migrant workers in the media

during 2012 and 2013 prompted the government to tighten up on some
laws(33) designed to protect these workers. For example, employers
with permanent residency who are convicted of exploitation can also be
deported for up to ten years after gaining residency.
The government also told MBIE to actively investigate and prosecute
these cases. However, there are only about 40 inspectors in the
country(34) with a workforce of 2.3 million and they are already
swamped by their existing workloads enforcing minimum legal
standards. Australia has three times the number of inspectors per
worker as Zealand.
Even Treasury, a government department known to be on the side of
the bosses in nearly all matters, has questioned the economic wisdom
of the current policies. As Bernard Hickey reported in the June 12 New
Zealand Herald(35), Treasury “released a series of papers over the past
year that showed its growing discomfort with the increase in low-skilled
migrants and the risk that they are displacing local workers and keeping
wages down. As the Treasury officials noted:
Current policy settings may not be doing all they can to support
the growth of higher productivity firms and industries, including
facilitating the flow of higher-skilled migrants to sectors of the
economy where skill shortages may be acting as a significant
constraint.
In addition, our current approach to selecting migrants may have
encouraged reliance over time on lower-skilled labour in some
parts of the economy. This may have been discouraging some
firms from either increasing wages and working conditions or
investing, either in training existing workforce or in capital.
When Treasury looked at the 21,000 migrants given residency in
2014/15 under the “Skilled Migrant Category” (SMC), it discovered that
a “significant proportion” now work in low-wage occupations. The top
ten SMC categories are chef, dairy cattle farmer, cafe/restaurant
manager, retail manager, carpenter, dairy cattle farm worker, retail
supervisor, aged or disabled carer, truck driver, registered nurse (aged
care).
Most of these aren’t what would be considered necessarily highly skilled

jobs. Most of them we should be expecting that training is made
available to young school leavers to train for and be able to fill these
sorts of jobs. I believe all school leavers should be guaranteed a job or
training. That is a legitimate demand that can and should be made by
the labour movement in this country.

The real problem is that there is a gigantic scam being perpetrated on
the country by big business and their governments. This involves
issuing tens of thousands of temporary work and student visas each
year in the full knowledge that they are creating a massive pool of
vulnerable and easily exploitable labour.
The fact that there are hundreds of thousands of workers who are
actually working in unskilled or semi-skilled jobs is proof that this labour
is needed not just to plug a temporary lack of skilled workers as is often
claimed. It is evidence that there is a need for these workers across a
range of roles in the economy – skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled.
Instead of using a rotating door of migrant workers to fill these gaps,
there should be a more permanent solution. Migrants that have been

brought here to work already should be given the right to residency.
Alongside this, there should also be compulsory training and
apprenticeship programmes paid for by employers so that any young
person in this country who wants to can have a chance at getting these
jobs as well. It is inhumane to bring hundreds of thousands of young
workers to New Zealand from other countries to fill a spot in the
economy only to be replaced in a few years.
A world without borders
Personally, I would like to live in a world without borders. The bosses
are creating that world for themselves and their capital. Under all the
free trade deals being signed in the world, big business can move its
money and investments freely. Managers of multinationals also have
the rights to come and go under these agreements.
Workers will also be stronger when we have more rights and freedoms
to live and work without being subject to abusive forms of exploitation.
New Zealand cannot do that on its own. But we could start at the
regional level. The reciprocal rights to live and work in each other's
country between New Zealand and Australia should be extended to the
Pacific Islands. New Zealand and Australian big business have been
happy to exploit these countries and import their labour (and sports
people) for decades. Pacific people should have the right to live and
work in Australia and New Zealand without being labelled “overstayers”.
We are all Pacific Islanders. It would also help redress the injustice
inflicted on the many Samoan people stripped of their New Zealand
citizenship rights in the 1980s.
Similarly, we should demand the rights of permanent residence for all
New Zealand workers in Australia. It used to be that New Zealand
migrants to Australia got the benefits of permanent residence on arrival
– including welfare benefits and access to education. The same rights
applied to Australians moving to New Zealand to work. In 2000, the
stand-down period of two years was imposed on New Zealanders to
access benefits. Then in 2001, only those who met the Australian
requirements for Permanent Residence (skills, character etc) could
access welfare and education rights. Most New Zealanders are now
being denied permanent residence when they apply. Close to 300,000
Kiwis in Australia are now living in Australia without the equal rights that

should be their right. They are in a much worse situation than other
legal migrants.
Big business demands the freedom to move its capital anywhere and
have it protected everywhere. That is actually what treaty discussions
like the TPPA are all about. They have very little to do with trade and
have everything to do with creating an international bill of rights for
capitalists.
An international bill of rights for workers
We also need an international bill of rights for workers.
We can never stop workers seeking a better life. That is true for New
Zealanders going to Australia or workers coming to New Zealand. We
should support every step that equalises the status of workers here,
whether they were born here or not.
As a start, any worker already here should have the same rights as any
other worker to tell their boss to shove it and get another job. Without
that fundamental right, the employee has no power to prevent abuses, it
is nothing but a form of indentured labour. Such rights were granted to
some construction workers in Christchurch when abusive and
exploitative practices were exposed there. That right needs to be
extended to all workers in New Zealand.
The bosses want us to see the migrant as the enemy undermining our
wages and conditions. But there is nothing to gain by excluding them
from New Zealand. We need to give the ones here more rights to stand
up for themselves. It would then be much harder for the bosses to use
migrant labour to undermine wages.
Workers currently in this country brought here by the government and
bosses to be used and abused should have the first choice on staying.
Anyone working in this country should have full employment rights no
matter their legal status. Workers who expose abuse should be able to
continue working legally while suing their boss for compensation.
All workers in a country’s jurisdiction should receive the legal minimums
of that country at least. That should apply to all those “foreign” crew
working to fish in New Zealand territorial waters.

Any employer caught thieving from their employees wages, forcing
workers to work for no pay, or denying rest breaks should face jail time
in the most serious cases. Deliberately ignoring health and safety that
results in death or serious injury should carry a corporate murder,
manslaughter or maiming charge that can also result in jail time for the
guilty.
Unions can expose the hypocrisy of employers demanding the right to
import labour while paying a pittance to their staff. But ultimately, the
only effective way to turn the situation around is to reunionise the
sectors of the workforce that have lost union protection and force the
bosses to pay.
Organising these workers has been a huge challenge for Unite over the
last decade. Behind a reluctance to join the reality of the fear is often
whispered—“If we join the union, they will cut our hours and not give us
the training steps we need to get the promotion necessary to advance
along the immigration ladder”. In part that was one of the reasons it was
so important to win the campaign against zero-hour contracts. We have
taken that power out of the bosses hands.
Where we have completely broken that climate of fear, we have
recruited these workers in the hundreds. In Restaurant Brands, which
owns the brands KFC, Pizza Hut, Starbucks and Carl’s Jr, we have over
2000 members – over 50% of the total staff number of these outlets.
In the McDonald’s negotiations in recent years, the majority of our
bargaining team were migrant workers from India. We have dozens of
delegates across the country who have come from India, China, Korea
or the Philippines – to name just a few countries.
Racism a cancer
A few members of Unite Union have commented to me that we have put
too much emphasis on protecting the rights of migrant workers when
“New Zealand workers” are also being exploited. It is absolutely true
that anyone who works for an employer is exploited in some way. The
most fundamental way that happens is that the employer pays less for
the labour power they employ than they get for the products of that
labour. All of an employer’s profit in the last analysis comes from the

labour of workers.
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However, some groups of workers are able to be super-exploited for
one reason or another – usually because they are in a weaker
bargaining situation with their employer. Traditionally this has been true
for women and young people. In the first half of last century, Maori
workers could be paid less. Until the 1970s in New Zealand, many
contracts (including collective agreements) had a lower rate of pay for
women. Women weren’t considered the real breadwinner of the family.
They were only working for “pin money” and so could be paid less. This
was also true for young workers until last decade, when youth rates
were finally abolished in most industries.
Some employers take advantage of migrant workers for the same
reason. Many of these workers are desperate for a job and often willing
to work for less or “go the extra mile” for the boss to prove they are
good workers. Some may not have appropriate visas. Often this means
working for less than the minimum wage in some industries. This superexploitation can also be by bosses of their own ethnic group. But it can
also be by a multi-national company if the managers are given the
freedom to take advantage of these workers.

If we allow this “super-exploitation” to exist – whether it is for women,
Maori, young people or migrants – we allow the employers to hold all of
our wages down. All wage systems are built from the bottom up. That
means we all benefit if the minimum wage goes up because those who
traditionally earn above the minimum can argue that their wages need
to go up to maintain their margins for skill or experience. If a boss is
able to pay one group of workers less or force one group of workers in a
workplace to do things that are not acceptable, then eventually
everyone is dragged down.
So it is very important for a union to fight any signs of superexploitation. In the end we all benefit because we are more united as a
class and are able to fight harder to improve the situation for everyone.
But we have to accept that when there is unemployment, it is easy to
point the finger at the newest arrivals and blame them. Winston Peters
is a master of this craft. We need to be able to answer him and other
racist scaremongers that any problems that can be identified as being
linked to immigration, including the downward pressure on wages, can
be resolved by empowering migrant workers. Anything which
undermines their rights and marginalises them further is harmful to us
as workers and society as a whole is damaged when human solidarity
breaks down.
Unite accepts that immigration is a necessary part of the world in which
we live. People will move and should have the right to move in the
search for a better life. This is as true for New Zealanders going to
Australia as it is for Indian and Chinese or Pacific Islanders coming to
New Zealand. Unions should oppose anti-immigrant sentiment and fight
for equal rights for anyone who lives and works in New Zealand.
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